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Abstract: In-pipe robot is one of the important concepts to achieve automated pipeline maintenance such as inspection, cleaning and repairing. In order to identify available technologies that can perform maintenance of large-diameter sewerage tunnel, a study aimed to review existing pipeline and tunnel robots is then carried out. This kind of robots can be classified into 9 types of robotic system, namely PIG, Wheels, Crawler, Cylindrical, Legs, Inchworm, Helical, Snake and VVPIG type. This study implies that the research on pipeline and tunnel robot has been focusing only on single maintenance task and most of them just aim for small diameter pipelines. In future work, a robot that can perform multifunction for the maintenance of large-diameter sewerage tunnel will be developed.
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I. Introduction

The Deep Tunnel Sewerage System (DTSS) is a public wastewater utility based in Singapore. It is a solution to meet Singapore’s long term needs for used water collection, treatment, reclamation and disposal. The DTSS in Singapore comprises of 2 phases: The Phase 1 deep tunnels are now fully operational since 2009 while the target completion period of Phase 2 will be in 2024. Phase 1 of the DTSS consists of a 48km long sewer tunnel from Kranji to Changi up to 6m diameter laid at a depth up to 50m deep across the island. The used water in the deep tunnel sewer is transferred by gravity to the centralized water reclamation plants at the coastal areas[1].

In order to fulfill the task of inspecting the structural integrity of the sewers, cleaning and desilting of sewers, as well as repairing the cracked or damaged sewers that are in normal operation with partially or completely filled condition, a novel robotic system is required. Bischoff & Guhl et al [2] have specifically addressed that there will be large demand on the robots for inspection in dangerous environment or enclosed space in the future. Robotics solutions are advantageous from a worker because it can eliminate the risks that humans always encounter[3]:

- The presence of contagions or biohazardous materials
- Explosive gases
- Possible high concentrations of carbon dioxide or carbon monoxide
- Oxygen deprivation
- Absence of light and slippery walking conditions

Significant research has been done on pipe robot due to its ability to access underground spaces and to achieve easier and better cleaning, inspection and maintenance for deep sewerage tunnel.

II. Pipeline and Tunnel Robots

The pipeline robots can be able to perform a wide variety of tasks ranging from inspection to maintenance and construction. The information gathered from the patents of the pipeline robot has been analyzed and a few broad categories can be classified into nine different robotic systems[4] as shown in the figure below:

Fig 1. Used water superhighway in Singapore [1]

Fig 2. Classification of robotic systems for pipelines. [4, 5]
A. Conventional PIG (Pipeline Inspection Gauge) type

Fig 3. Conventional PIG Robots

The PIG is a self-drive pipeline robot which obtains its locomotion from the kinetic energy of fluid flow. It is pushed through a pipeline by the product transported in the pipe [7], therefore no power supply is required. During the journey, a number of tasks can be done by PIGs, including: cleaning the pipeline, removal of liquid, and inspection. One of the drawbacks is that this robot needs to be inserted at a specific point in pipeline during the application because it can only move in the direction of the fluid flow.

B. Wheels type

Fig 4. Wheels Type Robots

Fig 5. The SVM-RS, a wheel type robot [8]

The SVM-RS [8] is designed to clean and measure damage of a public wastewater utility based in Essen, Germany which will commence operation in 2017. The sewer pipes will range in diameter between 1.6 to 2.6 m with a length of more than 51 km before ending in a large sewage treatment plant. The pipeline will be laid at a depth of 5 to 40 m underground and the maximum distance between entrances of sewer will be around 1.2km.

This robot consists of the main components listed below:

- Carrier system (robot motion kinematics) for positioning in the sewer
- Cleaning tools for cleaning the walls above water as well as the sediment underwater
- Sensor system for above and below water inspection
- A customized buoyant cable is tethered to the robot
- Control system and user interface

MAKRO [9] (Mehrsegmentiger Autonomer KanalROboter/multi-segmented autonomous sewer robot), developed by a German group since 1997, is a self-steering articulated, fully autonomous, un-tethered robot platform. It is designed for autonomous inspection in sewer pipes with a diameter range of 300 to 600mm at dry weather condition. This robot consists of six segments and each segment is connected by a motor driven active joints. Totally five motor driven active joints are used in this design. This segmental design allows robot turning and climbing a step simultaneously. This robot carries all the needed resources onboard, includes industry standard PC104 computer system, standard NiCd batteries, etc.

Fig 6. A vehicle is designed for road tunnel inspection [12]

Normally, the road tunnels are visually inspected for cracks, loosening and exfoliation of lining concrete by using a boom lift. However, this conventional method requires a lane to be closed, which is time consuming as well as cracks on arches cannot be detected easily. Therefore, Hideto et al [12] have designed a vehicle equipped with CCD cameras and laser beam to overcome these problems encountered in Japan road tunnel. The images of tunnel surface are captured and then being processed by a system that automatically prepares enlarged diagrams that contain cracks. Besides, the loosening and exfoliation of lining concrete will also be detected by hammering tests performed by the mechanism on the robotic arm.

Fig 7. The Tunneling sensor structure [13, 14]
M. Gavilan et al [14] have developed the Tunneling, a high-performance tunnel lining inspection system which is able to carry out the long tunnel evaluations at travelling speeds up to 30km/h. It analyses the wall linings and railways, allowing for the detection of cracks, areas with running water and poorly assembled segments, etc. Six laser cameras are mounted on an all-terrain truck which provides flexibility to cope with different types of tunnels and infrastructures. Each laser-camera unit inspects a 2-meter wide section with a 1mm resolution. During the inspection, only one half of the tunnel section is covered each time so that the traffic on the free lanes will not be blocked. Thus by using six laser cameras, a tunnel with 9m diameter can be inspected at system’s maximum resolution.

C. Crawler type

Nguyen T. T. et al [16] have mentioned that the three most important criteria which allow the in-pipe mobile robot to locomote on and over their deployed terrain are the capability of waterproof, sinkage and the traction on the ground. All these criteria mostly depend on the sludge properties such as granularity, stickiness and hardness, the weight of the mobile robot as well as the contact area and condition between the robot and the terrain. In order to increase robot traction and stability, as many wheels as possible touching on the ground should be realized. Therefore, a robot is designed by Nguyen T. T. et al [16] based on the tracking mobile robot. The track size should be maximized without affecting the turning ability of the robot to avoid sinkage in dreg or sludge. This robot is designed to inspect and clean the Ho Chi Minh City’s sewage networks with 300 to 600mm diameter. This design is aimed to shear the rigid dregs or sludge which cannot be removed by high pressure water jet. During the operation, the robot rotates the cutting plate which is mounted on an electrical-powered roller brush to cut off the rigid substances and simultaneously the water jets out from the robot to avoid dust generation. The cutting plate is made of High Speed Steel with a length of 280mm and a width of 30mm. High speed steels are high-performance steels with high wear resistance and they have high hardness at temperature up to 500°C [20].

In this design, a cable is tethered to the robot and the pros of using cable are as follows:

- Provide energy supply and commands transmission
- Enable user to pull the robot out of pipe in case the robot get stuck
- Used as a measuring line for the travelled distance

DrRobot [17] has pioneered research in autonomous navigation and dynamic bipedal robotics that provides high performance and cost effective robots for end-users. The Jaguar series robot is equipped with a 3 DOF robotic manipulator and a 1 DOF gripper which is able to reach a maximum distance of 707mm. The maximum payload of gripper is 4kg at maximum reach. Four tracked articulated arms mounted on the sides of robot could convert the robot into various configurations to overcome different terrain challenges.
Fu Z. et al [18] have developed a cable-tunnel inspecting robot which consists of a control system and a moving mechanism. A symmetric double-crawler is attached to the moving mechanism. The front arm is able to rotate ranging from 0 to 90 degree. When it needs to be put into tunnel, the robot’s front arm will rise to 90 degree to pass through the inlet of small manhole. When it needs to cross an obstacle, the front arm will adjust its angle based on the height of the obstacle.

The system characteristics are as follows:
- The dimension of the main body: 420mm long, 320mm wide and 300mm high (not include the antenna). The front arm is more than 200mm long
- Moving speed > 24m/min
- Robot’s weight <3kg
- The height of an obstacle < 100mm
- Working time > 2 hour

For a 700x700mm square manhole, a hoisting machine will be adopted to deploy the robot into a cable tunnel by an overhead bin. When the bin is located at the bottom of the manhole, the robot moves out of the bin and drives wirelessly into the cable tunnel. A portable tele-operator in the engineering vehicle is utilized to tele-operate the movement of the robot. An Intelligent Maintenance Center (IMC) is located far apart from the tele-operator. It serves as a monitor to receive the wireless sensing data from the robot through the wireless receiver and the tele-operator so that the environment of the cable-tunnel can be inspected from the real time online system.

D. Cylindrical type

Yoon G.K. et al [24] have developed a robot which is adaptable to different pipe diameters with range of 600 to 800mm. The robot platform is integrated with a modified scissor-lift mechanism controlled by pneumatic cylinder actuators. This mechanism minimizes the distortion forces when the robot passes over obstacles while maximizes the traction forces when the robot pulls the cleaning equipment throughout the pipe. In order to control the pushing force over the pipe wall to obtain its mobility, two linear pneumatic cylinder actuators each equipped with three position sensors are utilized in each tracked driving module. However, more operational functions are required for this robot, such as dynamic adaptation to external disturbances, attitude control and user-friendly remote control. Besides, cleaning tools are also needed to be further developed and integrated into the robot platform.
E. Legs or articulated foot type

Legged robotic systems seemed to be too complicated for practical application, and provide a poor load-carrying capacity [33]. BigDog, developed by BostonDynamics [31], is a four-legged rough-terrain robot that is articulated like an animal. The engine drives a hydraulic pump which delivers high pressure hydraulic oil to the robot’s leg actuators, so that it is able to absorb shock and recycle energy from one step to the next. The system balances the robot, does navigation and manages locomotion on different terrains. It can stand, walk with a crawling or trotting gait, and squat down. [32]

F. Inchworm type

Fang H.b. et al [34] have developed a servomotor based actuation mechanism which mimics the alternating elongation and contraction of a single earthworm’s segment. Servomotor-driven cords and spring steel belts are applied in each robot segment to imitate the longitudinal and circular muscles of the earthworm. Each robot segment is able to contract and relax like an earthworm’s body segment. Fig 17 shows a multi-segment robot with eight identical segments in series. It is designed to carry out specific tasks in hazardous environment and confined space. In order to adapt to the change of environment, locomotion characteristics such as undesired anchor slippage and average speed can be significantly tailored by changing different gait parameters.

G. Helical type

This robot designed by Horodinca, et al. [35] attempts to reduce the electromechanical complexity by using a single actuator to achieve mobility in the pipeline. The rotor is placed on the shaft of the actuator and the stator is equipped at the back of actuator. When the actuator shaft rotates, the tilted wheels on the rotor follow helical trajectories and drive the entire robot to move forward while the stator follows the movement axially along the tube thanks to the guiding wheels. The actuator’s rotational direction decides the moving direction of the robot.
A multi-DOF rope-like robot developed by Hidetaka O. et al \[36, 37\] is categorized as a hyper-redundant mobile robot. This robot is composed of six serially-connected pneumatic modules where each module consists of pneumatic actuators, displacement sensors, valves, microprocessor and springs. Each module has three bellows which are arranged equally around the circumference and thus it is able to perform 3 DOF motion.

Normally for most of the conventional pneumatically driven robots, the air control valves are mounted outside of the drive mechanism to make it smaller and lighter. However, by doing this way, the robot system composed of many actuators will engage the difficulty of maintaining its shape because all pipelines from pneumatic actuators need to be arranged to the valves outside of the drive mechanism. Therefore, in each module, six on-off solenoid valves for the inlet and outlet of air are mounted at each end of the bellows respectively. A main pipe for compressed air supply is connected into the body of the robot. The compressed air is provided into each bellow through the branch pipe. By controlling the air intake of each bellow through the control valve, the module can achieve the desired motion.

The features of each module mechanism are as follows:
- Compressed air distribution mechanism reduces the number of pipes and tubes used
- Pneumatically driven system is utilized to save electrical power
- Bellows drive system with buckling prevention
- Shell mechanism with limited displacement
- Installation of modularized system

I. Variable velocity PIG type

As shown in Fig 21, the working principle of the mechanism is as follows:
(1) The turbine is rotated by the fluid flow, and which will then drive the transmission shaft rotating at the same speed.
(2) When the nut is in the forward driving screw thread, it will be pushed forward (to the right) because the brushes attached to the nut can be able to slide forwards while the brushes on the body of the PIG is stationary against the pipe wall.
(3) When the nut arrives at the end of the screw thread, the nut will be moving backward conversely. Since the rearward-pointing brushes on the nut are hardly to be moved backward, the robot body will begin to move forward instead.

A comparison between various types of Pipe and Tunnel Inspection Robot is shown in the table next page.
**Table 1. Comparison of pipeline robotic systems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
<th>Robot</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Applicable Pipe Size (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIG</td>
<td>Simple mechanism design, No power supply required</td>
<td>Keep rotating along its central axis when moving</td>
<td>[5, 6]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>ϕ25-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Poor performance on various conditions like low fluid flow or complex pipe system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Only moves along the direction of fluid</td>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheels</td>
<td>Common design, Low maintenance costs, Lower cost than tracks</td>
<td>Complex steering mechanism, Poor performance on certain terrains</td>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Inspection, Cleaning</td>
<td>ϕ 1600-2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High centering when travelling over uneven terrain</td>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>ϕ 300-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>Inspection, Cleaning</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[13, 14]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>ϕ 9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylindrical</td>
<td>Handles more aggressive terrain</td>
<td>Less energy efficiency, Expensive</td>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>Min. 381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>Inspection, Cleaning</td>
<td>ϕ 300-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>700x700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>Repairing</td>
<td>ϕ 152.4-4419.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>Able to cope with different in-pipe environment</td>
<td>Relatively complicated for practical application</td>
<td>[21-23]</td>
<td>Inspection, Cleaning</td>
<td>ϕ 800-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provide poor load-carrying capacity</td>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>ϕ 600-800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Instability during locomotion</td>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>Cleaning</td>
<td>Rectangle 300-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>Inspection, Cleaning</td>
<td>ϕ 300-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>Cleaning</td>
<td>ϕ 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>ϕ 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>ϕ 80-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inchworm</td>
<td>Light weight, Cheap</td>
<td>Not effective due to its low speed</td>
<td>[31, 32]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helical</td>
<td>Relatively less actuators needed, Able to move forward and backward freely in small diameter pipe</td>
<td>Not effective due to its low speed</td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ϕ 103.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mainly suitable for precise motion in small pipe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not suitable for complex pipe structures with low payload</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snake</td>
<td>No motors and wheels needed, Move horizontally like normal wheeled robot motion</td>
<td>Need more energy for operation</td>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>ϕ 40-170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVPIG</td>
<td>No power supply required, Able to move with either along or against the direction of the flowing fluid</td>
<td>Poor performance on various occasions like low fluid flow or complex pipe system</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>Cleaning</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**III. Conclusions**

This article reviewed a series of in-pipe robots and classified the types of the robot base on the locomotion mechanism. After reviewing the available technologies for maintenance of deep large sewers, for the time being we cannot identify any single robotic technology that can effectively combine all the desired functionalities such as inspection, cleaning and repairing into single unit. Most of the existing robots are for small or medium pipelines. From the survey, the system design of SVM-RS[8] with inspection and cleaning function for medium tunnel seemed to be also suitable for large-diameter sewerage tunnel. In future work, a robot that is able to perform tunnel inspection, cleaning and maintenance for large-diameter sewerage tunnel will be developed.
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